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Excellence does not reside in empty ceremony.   
 

Excellence does not come cheap.   
 

And its prime currency is respect. 
 
 

Labor on this campus means union labor.   
 

Union laborers who teach, research, and create.   
 

Union laborers who staff our offices and serve our students.   
 
 

Laborers whose unions nurture excellence  

by preserving academic values.  

  

 
Southern Illinois University Carbondale    

 
Deo volente 



 
There is no excellence without labor.   

 
 

Some say we face a fiscal crisis too grave to allow for luxuries like collective bargaining.  We 
say an institution that ran a record surplus last year faces no such crisis.   

 
The administration sows discord and division by replacing negotiations with ultimatums.  

We say that by forging mutual agreements, by bargaining contracts, we can labor together 
to promote excellence.   

 
This wasteful, unnecessary, and unprecedented "installation" ceremony is an 

affront to the workers with whom our new Chancellor refuses to negotiate.   
 
 

They impose furloughs and threaten massive layoffs on top of years of budget cuts and a 
hiring freeze.  They call their imposed pay cuts "shared sacrifice". 

 
We are prepared to sacrifice, should we be shown that the true state of our finances requires 

further sacrifice, and that the savings will serve the mission of this university.  
 

But we understand the distinction between making sacrifices  
and being sacrificed.     

 
 

They aim to impose a multitude of demands.   
 

We have many proposals to benefit our laborers, our students, and our university.  But we 
have but one demand: fair contracts reached through full good-faith negotiations.   

 
We will gladly negotiate at the bargaining table.  But we shall not submit to unilateral terms.   

 
We shall protect our rights and our university. 

 
 

There is no excellence without labor. 
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